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Summary:
This document describes a Warsaw Pact military exercise known as Shield-88. The exercise
addresses a theoretical scenario in which NATO forces suddenly prepare to launch an attack on
Warsaw Pact territory.
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OPERATIONAL SUMMARY Nº 2
for the period 0800 2 June to 1900 6 June 1988
1. Beginning at 1900 4 June, the BLUES, performing an operational deployment of troops under
the guise of preparations for a strategic defensive exercise, began to create strike groupings in the
immediate proximity to the border with the REDS.
By 0800 6 June selected missile troops, artillery, and air units were brought into readiness at
launch and firing positions. Reserve airfields and road sections designated as runways have been
prepared to accept aircraft.
Units assigned to protect the border have begun to form march columns in the areas they occupy.
At 1900 6 June a full combat alert was declared in all the armed forces.
2. In response to the measures by the BLUES, the REDS accelerated the operational development
of troops, especially the occupation of more advantageous areas and operational deployment
areas.
The resources designed to launch a retaliatory missile and air strike were brought into full combat
readiness at alternate launch and firing positions by 0800 6 June.
3. Large formations, formations, and units of the 3 rd Front are at permanently deployed locations,
alert assembly areas, and operational deployment and defensive areas. Beginning 1900 6 June
they have been brought into readiness in accordance with mobilization and operational deployment
plans and the decisions of the commanders and chiefs of the troop arms and services taking part in
the exercise.
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